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after registration

commentary

01 implant name 

02 link to the implant at the 
companies page (optional)

03 company 04 link to the company 
(optional)

07

08

09

implant description (optional) describe charac-
teristics, special features, new 
inventions or what ever makes 
the implant unique

10

illustrations implant  90° / top view Xray (small pic)   

11

material group 

12

material specified 

13

implant surface
(optional) roughness, description) 

checked through:14

15

biocompatibility 

16 sizes, measures name single sizes or span 

IMPLANT WIKI® 

The world register of implantable medical products – IMPLANT-REGISTER® 

Recording sheet. All data will be sent for double-check before publication. 
Implant presentations require a registered company!

This form helps to characterize your implant. 
Feel free to send more information, if you like.
Some boxes are optional, but we recommend to present as much information as you 
can. Feel free asking for help.

Chapter:

different material

biocompatibility

of different material

different 
implant surface

05

06

main indications 

special indications, 
recommendations

(optional) describe special way of 
placing like "bone level", circum-
stances, preferred use, best known 
results etc.

words only

present pictures (jpg only) which 
allow to identify the implant, even by 
a non-user. Except the implant 
picture, they are optional.
If not here, attach a jpg.

if the implant has more 
components, name alle of them

if there is a biocompatibilty 
study, name the source

if there is a biocompatibilty 
study, name the source

(optional) if there are 
different surface structures, 
you may name them here

(optional)

description optional. usually the 
given material is sufficient. details in 
the next frame.

(optional) if the material can be 
described more precisely and you 
want to show, do it here.
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17 Describe where and under 
what conditions the implant 
should not be used.

18

19

contraindications 

20

21

approvals FDA: 

DIN:

CE-label: 

ISO: 

ASTM: 

CFDA:
Other:

Insert registration n°

22

central information/sale (link) 

23

regional/national 

information/sales 

(Here you may link to 

regional distributors or list 

the countries 

you are represented) 

24

videos (links) 

25

webinars (links)

key literature (links or pdf -
sent via e-mail)

add additional 
pages if necessary

none

CDSCO::none

battery

wired function
sending

active parts passive parts
technical parts

wireless function
receiving

manufacturing casted milled 3D-printed

other:

custom
natural

surface treated

here you may describe
 different functions:

cell culture human

specific notes/special 

features 

notes of the company 

Describe unique features, 

indications or whatever you 
want to highlight.

Here you may mention 
unique qualities or history 
facts of your company.

Personal e-mail

This sheet may be sent by e-mail to: welcome@implantwiki.com 
or by standard mail to: IMPLANTWIKI®, Holsteiner Ufer 34, D-10557 Berlin, Germany.         

city/date  name in letters signature (digital accepted)

The signer affirms to be informed, that the publication of all information given is due to a two-year-fee, detailed 

presented in the valid pricelist.  

The signer affirms all given information to be correct.

27

26

Indicate, if there are any 
technical parts

Indicate, how the material 
is manufactured

If you are active in 
these fields, it is 
recommended to link 
to your page.

https://implant-register.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/iwiki-order-2019-blank.pdf
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